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Abstract: Networking communication across the globe 

has both the “milestones” and consistent “misuse” of the 

internet world and is always being effected by “attacks”. 

One of the most persisting attacks is noted to be “Sybil 

attack” which uses fake (Sybil) accounts to install the 

attack process in the target system. For developing 

security strategies in detecting the Sybil accounts, 

researchers have struggled over detection methods but 

produced many efficient detection methods. Through this 

paper, I want to underline the inconsistency in these 

approaches and will try to provide more consistent way 

of identifying the Sybil nodes .Technique of integrating 

real time modules and algorithms of nodal 

communication is used along with proposed 

correspondence algorithm. In experimental results, we 

have given graphical representation of successful 

detection of Sybil nodes. Focus of this study is to 

emphasize the fact that, the researchers need to be more 

deterministic in identifying the modern Sybil accounts. 

 

Keywords: Sybil nodes, Real time modules, Detection 

methods, security. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

In 2017, the people’s most expectation of “technological 

development” is in the field of networking. Since, this 

networking field is catching the eyes of the whole world 

through their resources for communication over globe; 

the demand is ever increasing for the next level 

development. Now a days, we are hearing more about 

next generation of Internet of things, software defined 

networking, adaptive security, block chain ,increased 

focus on hybrid cloud computing , SMAC Concept, 

Robotics and many other developments in this field. If 

we observe the earlier trends of developing stages in 

networking, the security issues were only a fear but now 

it became unavoidable reality and an unavoidable 

mystery. So, the same fears are arising in the minds of 

experts considering the pattern of new developments. 

However, experts have faced innumerable attacks and 

they have found numerous prevention tactics and 

developed many methodologies of prevention from these 

attacks [1] [2]. But still there is a high range of threat 

from anonymous hackers and variety of attacks and 

security troubles. So, for the new technologies, the 

security researchers must also consider the scope of new 

attack strategies in future while developing new 

strategies [3]. The statement, “Sybil nodes are playing a 

major part of disturbance with their emerging techniques 

to persist the attacks” is never a mere exaggeration [4,5]. 

Sybil nodes are nothing but a fake nodes (accounts) 

acting as genuine nodes to attain access to the 

confidential data and resources. Although a major 

number of security strategies are developed since their 

arrival, but still there is a greater need of developing 

effective strategies. 

 
 

Figure 1. Network types and modes 

Coming to the core of the problem, the Sybil attacks are 

much easier to defend in the centralized network than it is 

in decentralized networks. Due to the lack of centralized 

authority in decentralized mode for monitoring and 

controlling all the nodes, the installment of proper control 

authority between all the nodes t is much harder to 

defend against Sybil attacks [6]. Nodal communications 

are one of the communication mediums that are seriously 

damaged by the Sybils. They have resulted in the issues 

like spam forwarding, viruses, explicit content and theft 

of privacy data majorly on Facebook and Renren 

(china).Along the roads of nodal communication, there 

have been many fake identities from single users and 

group users which are deploying many attacks 

consistently. Based upon these facts, these attacks were 

proved to be one of the most prevalent and practical 

attacks against distributed systems and researchers have 

started to find security methodologies more effectively. 

In this attack, a user creates multiple fake identities, 

known as Sybils, to increase their power, influence 
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within a target community and to access the data, 

resources both illegally and unfairly. The major 

stumbling block for mitigating these attacks 

identifying and controlling the Sybils [6,7

trouble in even thinking about controlling the Sybil 

attacks and identification of Sybils is correctness of

affirming a node as “Sybil or honest” [8,9

main focal point of researchers. 

 

2.  Related Work 
 

Coming to the point, the issues of Sybils in nodal 

communication were seriously dealt in the algorithms 

such as SybilGuard, SybilLimit and all other 

these are solely based on “social graphs and behavior 

analysis methodologies” [5,7,10]. If we analyze the 

approach of these techniques, they basically

assumption of clustered groups. One Algorithm namely 

SybilGuard, uses fast mixing property which means the 

connection between genuine nodes are expected to be 

very fast. This method uses a social

algorithm and few decentralized protocols for limiting 

the corruptive influences of Sybil attacks.

assumption is that, nodes will perform a random route 

towards another node in order to be accepted

Intersection of these is called as route intersection. Th

method also depends upon the properties maintained for 

the user as defined in the real time nodal communication, 

namely (i) The genuine nodes in the network are 

interconnection rapidly, (ii) If a user is to be counted as 

fake it should have attack edges. But these assumptions 

lead to wrong outcomes most of the time [6]

algorithms base their assumptions on behaviors of the 

accounts to resolve the wrong outcomes of social

based methods [1]. These behaviors mainly include 

frequency of user’s connections (invitations), requests 

which were accepted in line with incoming connections, 

content analysis etc.., .These algorithms works to find

real time visible patterns, which can be easily scrutinized 

rather being stuck only to the assumptions which are 

prone to change drastically [10]. 
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Figure 2. Behavior a

                              

Figure 3. Clustered social graph m

 

Detection of Sybils in behavior analysis d

monitoring the browsing sessions, activity logs, 

forwarded messages and also spam

interactions clearly give insights to

and normal users (honest).The following graphs sh

the behaviors of nodes that are observed in existing work

 

Figure 4. User’s invitation frequency over 

Figure 5.  User’s acceptance frequency by honest

 

But the Sybil Guard’s working pattern 

honest and Sybil groups with assumed communication 

properties. No. of connections that

Behavior analysis method 

                                              

                                                      

Clustered social graph method 

in behavior analysis depends on 

monitoring the browsing sessions, activity logs, 

messages and also spam-reports. These 

insights to determine the Sybils 

.The following graphs shows 

are observed in existing work. 

 

requency over a period 

 

cceptance frequency by honest 

working pattern works by creating 

honest and Sybil groups with assumed communication 

connections that are requested from 
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Sybil group towards the honest groups must be accepted 

in higher range then only they are noted as honest 

accounts. Experimental results shown in the graphs are 

drawn between the probability of acceptance and attack 

edges (fig 7), probability of honest intersections and 

random routes (fig 6). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Random routes 

. 

Figure 7. Attack edges 

 

The random routes from the Sybil group with and 

without redundancy can be considered as genuine 

intersections of honest nodes if there are more than 10 

intersections. And the probability must be nearly equal to 

1 to consider Sybil as honest, in case of existed 

acceptances from the side of honest group. 

 

Problem Statement 
 

The problem with these types of approaches is that social 

graph and behavior analysis method’s assumptions are 

highly subject to inconsistency due the dynamic nature of 

the nodal communication and also real time scenarios. 

Sometimes, the Sybils themselves won’t always work in 

the nature of identified patterns of the attacks like inter-

connections of Sybils. It is highly impossible to confirm a 

suspect node as honest if the connections to the honest 

nodes more than the expected or threshold connections 

(random walks). Behavioral analysis is also not helping 

much in the modern type of Sybil attacks if they only 

base on the frequency of requests being accepted and 

outgoing request factors. Detecting the precise Sybils is 

to be considered as top priority by the current research 

methods. The need of detecting new methods is clearly 

visible which we have tried to develop through our 

proposed system. 

 

3.  Proposed System 

 

Developing a system according to pre-assumptive Sybil 

and honest groups is problematic. Considering this, the 

system which we are proposing is mostly dependent upon 

few real time modules among the available modules of 

nodal communications, which are ranked high among the 

networking groups. The real time modules help us to 

avoid all the inconsistent assumptions. The ranked 

modules add support to get accurate results adaptively 

even if the nodal communications makes updates to their 

system. To obtain the precise deciding factor in 

determining the Sybil from honest account, maximum 

available information of the accounts (suspects) in real 

time scenario and integrity checker(TSA technology) 

modules are used. Integration of behavior checking 

approach into this system is commendable over clustered 

social graph approach. These modules belonging to the 

suspect accounts will be analyzed against the behavior 

checking of some genuine fixed accounts. After the 

execution of whole system a correspondence value is 

going to be generated. Only when the expected 

correspondence value is obtained the suspects accounts 

will be allowed to continue the access in the network. 

 
 

Figure 8.  Architecture of basic model 
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In the basic model, this valued is fixed to be between 0 to 

0.5.The system freezes the suspect accounts to continue 

any further when the critical value is exceeded beyond 

the range. Entire background work of the basic model is 

given through the framework of the system and is shown 

in the above figure (fig 8). The order and sequences of 

steps are given below. 

  

Proposed Algorithm 

 
STEP 1: Creation of the Suspect-nodal group {N (b)} 

and genuine nodal group {N (g)}.The nodes of N (b) and 

N (g) will label their names automatically as Tb = b, Tg = 

g respectively. The moment the labels of both the 

Suspect-nodal group and genuine-nodal group are 

stabilized, algorithm is going to be initiated. Create a 

Buffer-nodal group (n) into which the confirmed nodes of 

suspect-nodal groups will be forwarded after the 

verification process. 

STEP 2: A correspondence value is to be determined 

based on the factors obtained in the mechanism. The 

factors are behavior factor, Timestamp value (TSA), 

optimized error value and Absurd click stream rate. 

[Correspondence Value(c) = Correctness of the suspect 

node comparing to the genuine one ;{0 ≤ � ≤ �� } 

Where �� is required critical value] 

STEP 3: The modules M {1…} are to be assigned into 

the group N (b) = {Tb1, Tb2……….}, so that they can be 

installed unto the every suspect node which is to be 

checked for the relational activities. The modules are 

appended with a ranking {Rm1, Rm2, Rm3…..} 

dynamically by using recommendation systems which are 

highly popular in information filtering system. After the 

computation of ranks, the low ranked module among the 

available and reject the low ranked in order to forward 

other modules automatically this can be adaptive even 

when the nodal communication updates their system 

modules. 

STEP 4: Select the target nodes of the {N (b)} which are 

to be processed for Sybil identification under the 

behavior checking algorithm and then for checking the 

variations in Tb1 {A1p1, A2p2…}, Tb2 {A11p11, 

A22p22....}….All the targeted nodes will have a list of 

variations to be checked upon.  

STEP 5: Now, the computing of the Rm1, Rm2, and 

Rm3 {values for simple basic model} is to be done then 

only the basic integrity properties can applied for 

Suspect-nodal group N(b) and genuine-nodal group 

N(g).Later, Analyze the given constraints of inputs in 

suspect zone and generate correspondence value. 

STEP 6: Since, this model is designed for the basic one 

which works only under two or three modules, the 

threshold value or minimum value to be obtained at the 

output will considerably change from time to time. If at 

all the provided correspondence value is not attaining 

stable values then we will consider the average value of 

at least 5 rounds.  But if the correspondence value has not 

reached to threshold value (without which it is difficult to 

get accuracy for the identification), then update the 

computation of Rm1, Rm2 and Rm3 and repeat the steps 

from 2. 

STEP 7: Finally, if the correspondence value (c) is more 

than the critical value (��) the targeted nodes must be 

blocked from having any further access in the nodal 

communication and if it is less than the critical value, the 

nodal communication must not be disturbed. Thus, this 

basic model of our proposed work can do both detection 

and prevention of the modern Sybil; it is even adaptable 

to the modern changes in the nodal communications and 

Sybil attack technology. 

 

System Analysis 

 

To overcome the issues with the existed system, we have 

used an integration of behavior checking algorithm and 

correspondence algorithm. The name correspondence 

algorithm is given mainly because we calculate the 

nearness of Sybil to the genuine and also since the 

modules used in this system must be confirmed to the 

real time modules of nodal communication. These 

modules mainly consist of different processing methods 

like Click stream observation, Digital timestamp, 

Accepted Requests of suspect account and bulk requests 

from Suspect account. However, the working procedure 

will be similar to that of the behavior analysis in part. 

Error Optimization (�	): If the ranging boundaries 

{0 ≤ � ≤ �� } of the correspondence value of nodes 

does not stick to the limits. Then the use of ranking 

system repeatedly is commendable only in case of this 

particular issue. This ranking system basically uses 

popular recommender system technology to choose 

between the available add-ons. The benefit with this type 

of methods can only be appreciated, when the estimated 

results are found to erroneous. Since, the estimated 

results are not desired or erroneous, without overlooking 

the results we can improve them by using the invoking 

method of the ranking system, such that the repeated 

procedure will resolve the issue of erroneous results 

optimally. Mathematically, optimized error will be 

obtained using the mean (α) of the erroneous results (�	) 

and the standard deviation (σ) of the results.  
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�
(�) ≅ �(��1, Rm2 … �. �),   0 ≤ � ≤
��         Eq. (1)       

��	 =

 
/�(�
,� )!�/

"
  #ℎ%	% �	 �. . . . . �&�             Eq. (2)     

 

Behavior Checking: The click stream analysis is one of 

the supportive methods to get the required information in 

understanding the behavior of accounts. In case of any 

bulk stream of requests from a single account below the 

critical time is observed then it is automatically assigned 

as Sybil account, however it will be further verified 

through other modules also. Mostly when the bulk stream 

is identified, by using IP tracking that accounts will be 

blocked but sometimes the account will be genuine in 

real time scenario. So, to avoid this problem usage of 

further filtration is needed. During the repeated process 

of correspondence check, the nodal communication from 

the suspect groups will be identified either as genuine or 

Sybil. However, there will be still a chance of missing 

out the some actual Sybil nodes and also it can be 

possible to misinterpret the genuine as fake. But, these 

types of cases can only be observed when the nodal 

information of the suspect nodes varies too much. This 

basic model is capable to adapt with the dynamic changes 

of the Sybils both in terms of communication pattern and 

speed. Once the identification of nodes is completely 

done, then the nodal communication of Sybils will 

automatically blocked and compromised by the 

algorithm. But the genuine nodes will not disturb since 

they are to be allowed to continue the further 

communication with genuine ones. 

In this way, the issues regarding which we have 

commented in the problem statement section are 

considerably addressed through this basic model. The 

problem of determining a node as Sybil or honest exactly 

is dealt in this model through various modules like 

Digital time stamp, recommender system, click stream, 

spam reports and repetition algorithm etc..,. Overcoming 

the problem of false positives where we erroneously 

count genuine nodes as fake is moderately maintained. 

And this perplexity and danger of mistreatment of 

genuine as fake node is solved to the considerable extent. 

 

4.  Experimental results 
 

The overall simulation time fixed was about 500 seconds 

and is a reasonable time for completing the repetition 

process. The Ad Hoc on-Demand Distant Vector 

(AODV) routing protocol and Digital time stamping is 

applied to the nodes. For the experimental purposes, we 

have used Network simulator tool (NS-2) along with 

Xgraph tool to simulate the model and to observe the 

generated results.  

In Figure 9, the nodal communication is observed under 

the parameter of behavior factor on Y-axis and time 

period of simulation on X-axis. The initiation of the 

nodal setup and nodal communication was started at 0.65 

and 0.7 centiseconds respectively. During the simulation 

time period from 1.7 to 2.4, the behavior factor of node 

15 has increased abruptly from 0 to 0.7. 

                         

 

 

Figure 9. Sybil node’s packet delivery analysis under 

behavior module. 

 

This is due the abnormal changes in the behavior of 

nodes. In the system modules, one of the reasons for the 

abrupt change in behavior factor is when there is bulk 

amounts of invitation requests are send by the Sybil 

nodes in less amount time. So, node 15 which is a suspect 

node is identified as temporary Sybil. But we have to 

continue the process, without blocking the node for 

further verification through different modules. 

 
Figure 10. Sybil node being scrutinized under integrity 

checking module. 

 

Fig 10 is drawn between the time stamp value of the 

system on Y-axis and time period of simulation X-axis. 

Using TSA (time stamping authority), we have observed 

that certain fixed integrity values of node (15) are altered, 

which are expected to be consistent during the 

communication process. When checking the correctness 

of timestamp throughout the graph, the time stamp factor 

is being changed for node (15) which is not warranted in 
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digital time stamping technology. So, this shows that this 

suspected Sybil node (15) should be considered as 

confirmed Sybil. 

 

 
  

Figure 11. Generated correspondence values of the 

proposed system. 

 

In the above graph (Fig 11), the node (15) has a 

correspondence value of 0.68 (>��).Since the value 

exceeds the range of correspondence, node (15) will 

considered as Sybil and will be blocked of any further 

communication. So, in this graph as soon as the value 

reaches 0.68, the packet transfer is blocked which we can 

observe in the graph. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

 

The major emphasis in this paper is the need of 

developing new detection methods of modern Sybils and 

we have provided a basic model of detecting Sybils using 

integrated algorithms, which can address the problems in 

Sybil identification issues. Efficient results and reduction 

of the erroneous results are produced by integrating the 

behavior Checking and correspondence algorithm. These 

algorithms also use real time modules of nodal 

communication like spam reports, Digital time stamp 

(using TSA) and activity logs. The experimental results 

shown in this work have significantly pointed out that 

there is a need of avoiding usage of too many uncertain 

assumptions used for Sybil detection mechanisms. 

Because most of the time they are inconsistent in the 

advanced real time scenarios. The future scope of 

research based on this work can be in the lines detecting 

Sybils using real time modules of nodal communication 

rather upon assumptions of network communication. 
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